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Does the Presidency Moderate the President?

BARRY EDWARDS

A claim so often made about the presidency that it approaches conventional wisdom is that the presi-
dent sees, and therefore decides, issues differently than members of Congress do. This thesis emerged in the
late 1700s in debates over ratification and has been consistently asserted by legal scholars, political scien-
tists, and, most passionately, by U.S. presidents. I test this thesis by examining the legislative behavior of
23 men who have represented both a narrow constituency in Congress and the entire country as president.
My results indicate that the presidency effectively moderated the legislative behavior of legislators who
became president for roughly one and a half centuries; however, the modern presidency not only fails to mod-
erate presidents, the presidency now appears to amplify the partisan bent of those who occupy the office.
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American voters are frequently reminded of the fact that only the president is
elected by the entire country. As the nation’s chief executive, the president is uniquely
charged with representing the whole country. The president’s broad perspective on policy
issues is thought to be a defining characteristic of presidential leadership. This view
emerged during ratification debates and has been consistently asserted by legal scholars,
political scientists, and, most passionately, by U.S. presidents. The claim that the presi-
dent sees issues from a different perspective than members of Congress do and therefore
acts differently is widely asserted, but seldom, if ever, tested as an empirical proposition.

I study the effect of the presidency on presidents by comparing the legislative
records of 23 individuals who served in both Congress and the White House. The ques-
tion is whether someone acts differently when representing the entire nation than he does
when representing a single state or congressional district. In this analysis, I am interested
in political decisions that may be viewed as the expression of personal preferences subject
to the constraints of politics. By observing these individuals’ legislative records before
and after they became presidents, we can determine whether the presidency moderated
their behavior.1

Barry Edwards, Ph.D., J.D., is a lecturer in the Department of Political Science at the University of
Central Florida. He received his Ph.D. from the University of Georgia, law degree from NYU School
of Law, and B.A. from Stanford University. AUTHOR’S NOTE: I would like to thank Keith Poole
for his assistance with this research and George Edwards (not related) for his editorial guidance.

1. I use the terms “president” or “presidents” to refer to an individual or individuals who have held
that office and the term “presidency” in reference to the institution that endures from one president to the
next. I use the term “moderate” in a relative sense only. Whether the institution moderates presidents is dis-
tinct from asking whether presidents are moderate. It is possible that the president is more moderate as presi-
dent than he was as a member of Congress, but not moderate compared to the median voter.
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It is important to know how the presidency is likely to affect the policy decisions of
someone who aspires to be president. Candidates often claim they will think broadly and
work with members of the opposite party, but are these empty campaign promises? Is a
candidate’s record in Congress a reliable indicator of how s/he will act as president?
Selecting the president is perhaps the most important decision voters make and this
research helps us evaluate how candidates might act in the White House. Additionally,
to the extent that one is troubled by the polarization of the presidency, it is vital to prop-
erly diagnose the source of the problem: should we blame presidents or the presidency?
Restoring centrist presidential leadership may not be a matter of picking the right person
for the job, but rather reforming the presidency.

I begin by discussing two contrasting positive theories of presidential representa-
tion, noting the evidence in support of each view. Next, I show how these models of
representation can be tested by analyzing the legislative records of 23 men who served
in both Congress and the White House. Implementing this design requires extensive
analysis of roll-call data to estimate the ideal points of presidents and members of Con-
gress on the same scale. Having made these estimates, I find that the presidency effec-
tively moderated presidents’ policy preferences for more than a century, but no longer
moderates presidents. Rather than moderate presidents, the modern presidency appears
to amplify the partisan leanings of the president. The modern presidency compels presi-
dents to assert relatively extreme preferences in the legislative process. I discuss some
potential limitations of this analysis and conclude by stating the implication of this
research.

The Unique Perspective Thesis

The differences between the national and local constituencies of presidents and
members of Congress is thought to compel presidents to act differently than legislators.
The unique perspective thesis is broadly advanced in modern analysis of the presidency.
According to (now) Supreme Court Justice Elana Kagan (2000, 2335), “[B]ecause the
President has a national constituency, he is likely to consider, in setting the direction of
administrative policy on an ongoing basis, the preferences of the general public, rather
than merely parochial interests.” Political scientists have similarly maintained that the
president has a uniquely broad perspective on national issues. “Elected by a nationwide
constituency,” Bond and Smith (2008, 461) observe, “the president tends to see issues
from a national perspective.” Cronin and Genovese (1998, 198) also emphasize presiden-
tial moderation: “Once in office, presidents often bend over backwards in an attempt to
minimize the partisan appearance of their actions.”

Implicit in the unique perspective thesis is the influence of the median voter. Both
presidents and members of Congress seek the median voter’s support, but legislators’ con-
stituencies are smaller and may be homogeneous with special economic interests. The
nation may be evenly divided between two major political parties, but some states and
congressional districts overwhelmingly support one party or the other. For presidents,
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the median voter is the median of median voters, almost by definition more moderate
than median voters in districts throughout the country.

In addition to facing a different electorate, presidents play a different role in the leg-
islative process than members of Congress. Members often can vote yea or nay knowing
their vote is not decisive while the president’s desk is typically the last stop a bill will
make. A president does not have as much latitude as a member of Congress to take politi-
cal positions without worrying about policy consequences. The president may relent to
congressional majorities rather than delivering a futile veto message. Historically, Con-
gress has been the creative engine of government; the president, merely an agent of Con-
gress tasked with enforcing laws (Thurber 2013; Shull 2000). According to Selinger
(2014, 28), historic era presidents restrained their ambitions to preserve national unity:
“The task of steering the ship of state between the partisan extremes and preventing
polarizing divisions from escalating into violence was a crucial impetus for action for the
antebellum presidents.” The president’s role discouraged his displaying overt partisan-
ship and intruding upon the legislative process.

According to some presidency scholars, the Framers designed Article II of the U.S.
Constitution to insulate the president from the influence of factions and expected the
president to enforce laws for the benefit of the entire nation (Nzelibe 2005; Levy 2000,
chap. 2).2 This original vision of the presidency did not rely entirely upon individual lar-
gess, but rather attempted to impose enduring constraints on whomever came to occupy
the office. The Constitution curbs zealous executives through regular elections, provisions
for impeachment, and the checks and balances of other branches of government.3

The claim that the president advances broad national interests, rather than the spe-
cial interests of narrowly defined groups is most passionately asserted by the president
himself. The idea that the president operates on a higher plane than ordinary legislators is
politically appealing (Rhodes 2014). “Most citizens abhor partisanship and prefer that
the president be responsive to the broader public will, rather than simply those responsi-
ble for their election” (Wood 2009, 15). In the 2012 presidential election, both President
Obama and Governor Romney emphasized the president’s unique responsibility to repre-
sent the entire country. Obama told a national television audience, “you represent the
entire country . . . if you want to be president you’ve got to work for everybody, not just
for some” (Walsh 2012).4 Likewise, Governor Romney emphasized centrist leadership:

2. Of course, divining the Framers’ intent from the historical record is a difficult task and presidency
scholars continue to debate what style of representation the Framers expected the president to exercise (Pika
and Maltese 2013, chap. 1; Fisher 2012). The restraint exercised by President Madison provides a compelling
case study of how the chief architect of the Constitution expected the president to act (Kleinerman 2014).

3. The Electoral College was also designed to prevent demagogues from coming to power. The origi-
nal plan for electing presidents empowered a relatively small group of electors to select the chief executive
(Caeser 1979, chap. 1). In Federalist Paper No. 68, Hamilton argued that it was important to delegate this
important task to select, small groups of electors and allow them to deliberate in their home states at different
times (rather than allow the impressionable masses to make such an important decision). The presidential
selection method outlined in Article II was intended to check fanaticism and factionalism.

4. The president’s remarks were in response to a candid assessment Governor Romney shared with
his campaign contributors: “There are 47 percent of the people who will vote for the president no matter
what. . . . And so my job is not to worry about those people —I’ll never convince them that they should take
personal responsibility and care for their lives” (MoJo News Team 2012).
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“[W]e’re going to have to have a president who can work across the aisle. I was in a state
where my legislature was 87 percent Democrat. I learned how to get along on the other
side of the aisle” (National Public Radio 2012).

The Partisan Presidency

Emerging accounts of the presidency call the viability of the unique perspective
thesis into question. The partisan model of representation holds that presidents represent
their party more than the country as a whole. Rather than bend to the median voter’s pref-
erences, partisan presidents may use the national stage to influence mass opinion (Nzelibe
2005; Eshbaugh-Soha and Rottinghaus 2013; Wood 2009; Cohen 2015). In his recent
book, The Myth of Presidential Representation, Wood (2009) argues that the president does
not adapt his message to public opinion; instead, the president uses executive authority
to shift public opinion in support of his policies. The partisan presidency may enable
presidents to advance a bolder agenda than members of Congress.

The notion that presidents merely execute laws passed by Congress appears anti-
quated in the modern political era. The presidency and the political environment in
which presidents operate have changed significantly over time. There are at least three
reasons the presidency may no longer moderate presidents’ political preferences. First, the
institutionalization of the presidency enables presidents to vigorously assert their partisan
preferences; in particular, presidents can announce their views on legislation early and
often. Second, presidents have become the focal point of partisan opposition in Congress.
Third, the polarization of American politics potentially undermines the median voter’s
moderate status. This article may not be well positioned to adjudicate among the possible
causes of presidential partisanship, but these are developments that motivate this
research.

During Franklin Roosevelt’s administration, the executive branch swelled and
assumed unprecedented power over foreign and domestic policies (Lowi 1985; King and
Ragsdale 1988). Because institutions shape behavior, this dramatic evolution of the presi-
dency may have changed how presidents lead. Institutional power is likely to embolden
presidents. Modern presidents, supported by the executive bureaucracy, are policy lead-
ers, rather than glamorous clerks (Neustadt 1991). Modern presidents lead their parties
by defining and promoting partisan legislative agendas. Executive authority may make
the president less likely to compromise for the sake of passing laws and more likely to
assert partisan preferences to lead, rather than be led by, Congress.

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) plays a particularly significant role
in the president’s ability to assert partisan preferences early and often in the legislative
process. Originally established within the Department of the Treasury to streamline
agency appropriations, the OMB was moved into the Executive Office of the President in
1939 (Berman 1979). The OMB regularly issues Statements of Administration Policy to
communicate the president’s positions on pending legislation clear to member of Con-
gress (Rice 2010). There is ongoing research on how presidents set their legislative priori-
ties (Gelman, Wilkenfeld, and Adler 2015) and whether presidents are able to influence
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Congress (Edwards 1989; Covington, Wrighton, and Kinney 1995; Steger 1997), but it
is clear that modern presidents have the ability to assert their policy views before bills
reach their desk and are not limited to announcing legislative priorities in his annual
address to Congress (Cohen 2012, chap. 1). According to Wayne (2009, 321), executive
position taking is now so frequent that “[t]he absence of a presidential position on pend-
ing bills or the failure to communicate one is normally interpreted as a sign of indiffer-
ence by the administration and as a green light for Congress to work its will. . . . The
White House is not shy about making its opinions known.” The modern, institutional-
ized presidency may, therefore, bolster presidents’ capacity to assert their partisan policy
preferences; the historic presidency, in contrast, would have resigned presidents to a more
passive role in the legislative process.5

Because the president’s legislative success affects how his party is evaluated, the
modern president is often the focal point of partisan opposition in Congress. Legislative
success has become something of a zero-sum contest. The opposing party in Congress
may vote against the president’s legislative positions to advance its own electoral interests
(Lebo and O’Geen 2011; Lee 2009, chapt. 4). Democrats in Congress can be expected to
oppose a Republican president’s legislative agenda and Republicans in Congress a Demo-
cratic president’s agenda. As a result, President Obama’s support (or opposition) to a bill
may polarize roll call voting in Congress more than Senator Obama’s legislative agenda
did. One may wonder whether this dynamic results from a change in the presidency or a
change in Congress, but these developments may be viewed as two sides of the same coin.
As presidents assert their party’s legislative agenda more vigorously and are credited for
its success, the opposing party in Congress pushes back against the president’s agenda.

Finally, there is a significant debate over the distribution of preferences in the gen-
eral electorate. As discussed above, a moderate median voter is an implicit assumption of
the unique perspective thesis. Some argue that the ideological divide in the general public
is increasing and the political center eroding (Abramowitz 2010; Kernell and Rice
2011).6 Changes in the mass electorate may be particularly significant for presidents in
the modern era because the Electoral College does not insulate presidential selection from
the popular vote.7

The three factors discussed in this section, the institutionalization of the presidency,
congressional responses to the president’s agenda, and political polarization, challenge

5. We should take note of another perspective on institutionalization. Institutionalization of the
executive branch may constrain and moderate the president’s legislative decisions. The president gives up
some degree of autonomy and control to gain influence and expertise. As King and Ragsdale (1988, 16) mem-
orably stated: “[T]he president is only one participant in the presidency.” Executive initiatives are often writ-
ten by professional bureaucrats, not the president or members of his inner circle (Rudalevige 2012). Along
these lines, Krause and Cohen (1997) find that presidents issued executive orders in an opportunistic fashion
during the developmental phases of the presidency, but have been constrained by internal forces in the mod-
ern era.

6. The changing patterns of polarization of political parties in Congress may similarly affect the pres-
ident (Cohen 2011).

7. The characteristics of the Electoral College that Hamilton found so appealing—its small size,
expertise, detachment—are all absent from our modern system of electing presidents. Hundreds of millions
of ordinary citizens now participate in presidential elections; presidential campaigns feature passionate, parti-
san appeals by candidates and culminate in a single day of voting. Although the Electoral College still exists,
electors are not afforded any discretion to identify enlightened statesmen (McCormick 1982; Silva 1948).
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the continued vitality of the unique perspective thesis. However, because these are mod-
ern political developments, the unique perspective thesis may still be historically accu-
rate. These contrasting accounts of presidential politics may both be useful explanations
for different eras of the presidency.

Estimating Ideal Points of Presidents and Members of Congress

Comparing the voting records that individuals compiled in two different offices
provides an opportunity to test the competing positive theories of presidential representa-
tion. If the president’s unique perspective is not merely a rhetorical appeal, this unique
perspective should have a measureable effect on individual decision making. If the presi-
dency moderates the office holder, one would expect liberal members of Congress to act
less liberally and conservative members less conservatively in the White House.8 On the
other hand, if the presidency accentuates or amplifies the political preferences of the office
holder, one would expect senators and representatives on the left to move further left in
the White House and those on the right further right. If the institution does not affect
individual preferences, the individual’s ideal point will not change as a result of moving
from Congress to the White House. The competing hypotheses about presidential repre-
sentation are depicted in Figure 1.9

To conduct this analysis, I first need to estimate the ideal points of those who served
in both Congress and the White House on a comparable scale. This requires extensive his-
torical research to fill gaps and correct potential biases in prior research. Next, I use these
estimates to analyze the effect of the presidency on individual behavior using conventional
statistical analysis. In this analysis, ideal points provide a nice summary of individual vot-
ing patterns. Because legislative decisions may be influenced by external factors, the ideal
points estimated here should not be viewed as measures of subjective personal beliefs.10

Additionally, one should keep in mind that comparing presidents who served in different
eras is problematic because the issues that define party systems change over time.11

Over half of U.S. presidents served in Congress before becoming president (and two
presidents returned to Congress). Congress, particularly the Senate, has often been viewed
as a stepping stone for the presidency.12 As shown in Table 1, the time between service in
Congress and the White House is generally limited.

8. A number of these presidents did not actually serve in the White House. “White House” is used
here as a figure of speech to counterbalance Congress.

9. It may be noted that no model predicts a negative slope coefficient; no extant theory leads one to
believe that a member of Congress will invert his preferences after becoming president.

10. The theories of presidential representation outlined here do not suggest that the presidency per-
manently alters the president’s personal ideological beliefs. Indeed, the president’s personal beliefs are likely
firmly set from a lifetime of political socialization; in this analysis, his ideal point as member of Congress is
an independent variable that I treat as exogenous. This research focuses on behavior, not beliefs.

11. This analysis compares an individual’s record as president to his record as member of Congress
(although these records were compiled at different times). The labels “liberal” and “conservative” help to
illustrate the hypotheses, but should not be used to compare historic and modern presidents.

12. For a critique of the belief that Congress is a stepping stone to the presidency, see Burden (2002)
and Steger (2006).
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One can estimate politicians’ ideal points from roll call votes. The roll call record of
Congress is a particularly useful data source; congressional scholars have analyzed roll call
voting in Congress to successfully estimate the ideal points of senators and representatives
using a variety of multidimensional scaling methods (Poole and Rosenthal 2007; esp.
Clinton, Jackman, and Rivers 2004). While methodological approaches vary, nearly all
scholars rely on congressional roll call data with bridging observations to compare presi-
dents’ records to those of members of Congress.

The president’s position on a roll call vote provides a bridge observation between
the executive and legislative branches that is essential to comparing institutions.13 Past
efforts to compare presidents to members of Congress have relied on research by the Con-
gressional Quarterly (CQ) and Swift et al. (2001). Since 1953, the CQ has identified the
president’s public positions on roll call votes, typically through careful analysis of presi-
dential addresses and OMB Statements of Administration Policy on pending legislation.
Swift et al. (2001) analyzed the public papers and addresses of Presidents Washington
through H. W. Bush to compile a substantial data set of presidential legislative requests
and matched these requests to roll call votes in the House and Senate. This ambitious pro-
ject has enabled scholars to estimate the ideal points of many nineteenth-century presi-
dents in relation to members of Congress (e.g., McCarty 2009).

FIGURE 1. Hypotheses about Presidential Representation

13. See, e.g., Bailey (2007; 2013) and Bailey and Chang (2001), which use executive and legislative
branch positions on Supreme Court cases as bridge observations to compare preferences of all three branches;
Epstein et al. (2007), which utilizes “unconstrained confirmed nominees to the Supreme Court” to calibrate
judicial ideal points to NOMINATE scores.
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Despite substantial progress estimating presidential ideal points, existing mea-
sures of presidential preferences are problematic. The estimates are incomplete; when
someone casts relatively few votes, it is difficult to pinpoint his/her ideal point. Poole
and Rosenthal’s (2007, 32–33) DW-NOMINATE estimates included all legislators
who cast at least 25 votes in a term of Congress. This generally presents no problem
for members of Congress, but the number of votes used to estimate presidents’ ideal
points can become an issue. The low volume of presidential requests has precluded
estimating the ideal points of several members of Congress who became presidents:
William Harrison, Millard Fillmore, Andrew Johnson, Rutherford Hayes, and James
Garfield.

Additionally, whether presidents announce positions on hotly contested legislative
issues or avoid taking controversial stands appears to be a matter of political strategy.
Presidents do not take positions on a random sample of votes; they choose their legislative
priorities selectively. Some presidents made very few requests to Congress while others
frequently made their preferences known. This possibility of selection bias is problematic

TABLE 1
Presidents Who Also Served in Congress

Name (State) Representative Senator President Yrs. Between

Madison (VA) 1789-1797 1809-1817 12
Monroe (VA) 1790-1794 1817-1825 23
Adams, J. Q. (MA) 1833-1848 1803-1808 1825-1829 17, 4
Jackson (TN) 1796-97 1797-98, 1823-25 1829-1837 4
Van Buren (NY) 1821-1828 1837-1841 9
Harrison, W. (OH) 1816-1819 1825-1828 1841 (1 mo.) 13
Tyler (VA) 1827-1836 1841-1845 5
Polk (TN) 1825-1839 1845-1849 6
Fillmore (NY) 1833-35, 1837-43 1850-1853 7
Pierce (NH) 1833-1837 1837-1842 1853-1857 11
Buchanan (PA) 1834-1845 1857-1861 12
Lincoln (IL) 1847-1849 1861-1865 12
Johnson, A. (TN) 1843-1853 1857-62, 1875 1865-1869 12, 6
Hayes (OH) 1865-1867 1877-1881 10
Garfield (OH) 1863-1881 1881 (7 mo.) 0
Harrison B. (IN) 1881-1887 1889-1893 2
McKinley (OH) 1877-1891 1897-1901 6
Harding (OH) 1915-1921 1921-1923 0
Truman (MO) 1935-1945 1945-1953 0
Kennedy (MA) 1947-1953 1953-1960 1961-1963 1
Johnson, L.B. (TX) 1949-1961 1963-1969 2
Nixon (CA) 1947-1950 1950-1953 1969-1974 16
Ford (MI) 1949-1973 1974-1977 1
Bush, H.W. (TX) 1967-1971 1989-1993 18
Obama (IL) 2005-2008 2009-present 1

Note: J. Q. Adams and A. Johnson returned to Congress four and six years, respectively, after their
presidencies.
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insofar as it results in some presidents appearing more partisan than otherwise suggested
and other presidents seeming more moderate than their records would indicate. Accord-
ing to Treier (2010), Presidents Clinton and G. W. Bush tended to reserve requests for
exceptionally controversial issues. As a result, presidents appear more partisan based on
their legislative requests than a broader sample of their legislative behavior suggests.
Recent research on President Hoover also suggests that the president’s request record
may be misleading compared to his entire legislative record.14 Presidents Clinton, G. W.
Bush, and Hoover never served in Congress, but these examples suggest broadly sampling
presidential legislative activity yields more accurate ideal point estimates than limiting
the analysis to votes presidents requested.

To address the problems of incomplete and possibly biased estimates of presi-
dents’ ideal points, I identify thousands of new bridging observations. The protocol
for coding presidents’ positions on roll call votes, detailed in the Appendix, consider-
ably enriches the data available to estimate presidential ideal points. I assume that
presidents decide whether to support the yea or nay position on a roll call vote before
Congress by comparing the utility of the yea outcome to that of the nay outcome.15

The president’s legislative decisions reflect, in part, his personal preferences, but are
also the product of political considerations. As discussed above, the presidency
imposes certain constraints on the president but may also enable him to assert his pref-
erences more forcefully. The president’s ideal point offers a nice summary of his
attempt to maximize utility. Because the president’s making a request may change
how members of Congress vote, it is important to also consider cases where the presi-
dent makes a decision after Congress votes without having previously disclosed the
administration’s position. With respect to the presidents who formerly served in Con-
gress, the CQ and Swift et al. (2001) identified presidential requests on 5,684 congres-
sional roll call votes (1,315 of which were made by LBJ). I am able to code these
presidents’ positions on 4,501 additional roll call votes. The gains are particularly
strong for historic-era presidents.

I use the DW-NOMINATE scaling method development by Poole and Rosenthal
(2000; 2007) to recover ideal points from the entire roll call voting record of Congress.
This scaling method is particularly useful because it does not require the analyst to iden-
tify the ideological content of votes ahead of time; it allows the individual’s voting record
to speak for itself as much as possible. Additionally, this method estimates ideal points
over time and across chambers on the same scale, allowing the analyst to compare legisla-
tors and presidents from different time periods. Although I focus on the select group

14. In Hoover’s case, the president’s legislative requests appear more moderate than his full record of
legislative requests, nominations, signings, and vetoes reveals (Edwards 2014). The moderate nature of
Hoover’s legislative requests is consistent with the relatively passive approach of historic presidents.

15. This assumption is admittedly simplistic and omits countless details of the political process.
Some may object to these coding rules, particularly Rules Three and Four, based on game theories, which
show that presidents will sign bills they actually oppose (to avoid congressional overrides) and veto bills they
actually support (in order to force Congress to pass an even more attractive bill). These objections will be dis-
cussed as potential limitations to this analysis. It should be noted at this point, however, that presidents fre-
quently make their opposition to a bill known prior to (perhaps reluctantly) signing it into law. In these
cases, the coding protocol followed his public position of opposition.
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identified in Table 1, I estimate the ideal points of all senators and representatives in
order to establish a consistent frame of reference.

Before analyzing the ideal point estimates, let us consider their accuracy and validi-
ty. The resulting estimates of presidents’ ideal points explain a very high percentage of
the legislative records of U.S. presidents. My estimates of presidential ideal points classi-
fy, on average, 86.69% of presidential legislative decisions correctly. The successful clas-
sification rate for presidential legislative behavior is, in fact, slightly higher than it is for
the average member of Congress (85.55%). This means that a high percentage of presi-
dents’ requests for legislative action, nominations, treaties, bill signings, and vetoes can
be explained in terms of presidential ideal points. I compare my estimates (first dimen-
sion only) to other prior estimates, specifically those of Bailey (2007; 2013) and Wood
(2009) to assess validity.16 The current estimates of presidential ideal points correlate
highly with Bailey’s measure (0.953) as well as (the inverse of) Wood’s measure of presi-
dential liberalism (0.664).17 Having estimated these ideal points, I analyze whether these
ideal points change when a legislator moves into the White House.

Estimating the Effect of the Presidency on Presidents

To analyze whether the presidency moderates the president, let presidenti represent a
president’s ideal point as president and memcongi his ideal point as a member of Congress.
In its most basic form, the value of presidenti is simply a linear function of memcongi:

presidenti5 a 1 b memcongi1ei (1)

The moderation hypothesis generates the expectation that the slope, b, will be less than
1; in contrast, the amplification hypothesis gives rise to the expectation that the slope
will be greater than 1. Under the null hypothesis, the presidency does not affect the ideal
point of its occupant; the slope coefficient equals 1.

I focus on first-dimension estimates of these individuals’ ideal points to determine
whether the constraints of the office pulled its occupant away from partisan extremes. Fol-
lowing my primary results, I analyze and discuss ideal point change in two dimensions.

Given the small sample size, the opportunity to add other explanatory variables is
limited. As discussed above, however, it is important to consider whether the effect of the
presidency on individual preferences has changed over time. I evaluate this possibility by
interacting memcongi with a time-period indicator, moderni. While the dividing line
between historic and modern eras of the presidency is subject to debate, FDR is widely

16. These measures are not all on the same metric, so I standardize each using its observed mean and
standard deviation and compare each series over the years for which it is presently available. Because Wood
measured presidential liberalism, I invert his measure so it corresponds to the left–right scheme employed
here.

17. The correlation of my estimates with Wood’s scores is lower than it is with Bailey’s score because
Wood measured presidential liberalism annually whereas I produce one estimate per president (as does Bai-
ley). The correlation between Bailey’s and Wood’s estimates is 0.629.
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considered the first modern president (Lowi et al. 2012, chap. 7; Greenstein 1978).18 If
the effect of the presidency on preferences varies between the historic and modern eras,
the slope coefficient b2 in the equation below will be significantly different than zero.

presidenti5 a 1 b1 memcongi1 b2 memcongi moderni1 b3 moderni1ei (2)

Figure 2 plots the observations, comparing ideal point estimates of members of Congress
to those of presidents. Fifteen cases support the moderation hypothesis; seven cases sup-
port the amplification hypothesis. One case (Van Buren) does not support either theory of
presidential representation. The left/lower and right/upper sides of Figure 2 should not
be interpreted as “liberal” and “conservative” because the substantive issues that define
American politics have changed significantly over time.

I employ ordinary least squares regression analysis to further evaluate the data. The
results of this analysis are reported in Table 2. Model 1 estimates Equation 1; Model 2
incorporates the interaction of institutionalization as specified in Equation 2.

The estimated slope coefficient in Model 1 (0.598) is significantly less than 1. This
indicates that the presidency on the whole has tended to moderate presidents. Although

FIGURE 2. Ideal Points as President and Member of Congress

18. For an extensive critique of the view that FDR was the first modern president, see Nichols
(2010). Some have argued that Grover Cleveland initiated the modern phase of partisan leadership (Kling-
hard 2005). Others argue that Wilson was the first modern president (e.g., Tulis 1987; Caeser 1979); this
debate does not significantly affect this research because Wilson never served in Congress. Harding, Wilson’s
successor, did serve in Congress, but governed in a manner consistent with historic, rather than modern presi-
dents. Harding’s successors, Coolidge and Hoover, also never served in Congress. I consider the impact of dif-
ferent division between modern and historic eras following my main results.
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the Model 1 intercept (0.027) gives the impression that members of Congress become
slightly more conservative as presidents, the intercept term is not statistically different
than zero.

Model 2 introduces the possibility that the two contrasting theories of presidential
representation described above find support in different time periods by interacting the
individuals’ ideal point as a member of Congress with an indicator for modern presidents.
The interaction term (b2) is significantly different than zero, suggesting that the effect of
the presidency interacts with institutionalization. Model 2 indicates that the presidency
substantially moderated the preferences of historic-era presidents (b1 5 0.424) but has
amplified the ideal points of modern-era presidents (the slope in modern era,
b1 1 b2 5 1.400, is significantly greater than one [no preference change] at the 95% con-
fidence level).19 The modern presidency not only fails to moderate the views of those
holding the office, but appears to cause the office holder to adopt more extreme views
than he held while serving in Congress.

Models 3 and 4 assess the possibility that presidential moderation in the historic era
(or amplification in the modern era) reflects changes in Congress rather than effects of the
presidency. These models estimate the difference in differences, comparing, for example,
Obama’s ideal point as senator minus the congressional median (at that time) to his ideal
point as president minus the congressional median.20 This approach to measuring presi-
denti and memcongi should control for the relative change in the ideological position of

TABLE 2
Regression Models of Presidents’ Ideal Points

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Ideal Point as MC 0.598*** 0.424*** 0.446** 0.293*
(0.123) (0.107) (0.128) (0.107)

Modern Pres. Ideal Point as MC 0.976*** 1.085***
(0.250) (0.278)

Modern Presidents 0.095 0.165
(0.079) (0.092)

Intercept 0.027 0.017 0.049 0.017
(0.043) (0.042) (0.054) (0.050)

N 23 23 23 23
R2 0.531 0.740 0.366 0.661
Adjusted R2 0.508 0.699 0.336 0.607
F Statistic 23.76 18.01 12.15 12.34
p Value for F <0.001 <0.001 0.002 <0.001

Notes: Dependent variable is individual’s ideal point as president; in Models 3 and 4, ideal points mea-
sured as difference from congressional medians; MC 5 member of Congress. * p< .05; **p< .01;
***p< .001.

19. The standard error of the slope coefficient for modern presidents (b1 1 b2) is 0.227.
20. This measurement approach is complicated by the fact that members and presidents serve over

multiple terms of Congress and the median can change from one term to the next and/or vary between cham-
bers of Congress. To keep things as simple and straightforward as possible, I estimated the chamber median
as the median member of Congress (combining chambers) while the individual served in Congress or the
White House.
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Congress that occurs over time.21 The results of this approach are consistent with the
results of Models 1 and 2.

Figure 3 plots the observed data points and estimated regression lines (based on
Model 2). Despite the small sample size, the figure bears out a dramatic change in the
nature of presidential representation from the historic era to the modern era.

During the historic era, the presidency appears to have compelled presidents to
adopt a unique perspective on policy issues. The members of Congress who became presi-
dent during this time period often expressed relatively extreme positions while serving in
Congress, but they significantly moderated their preferences while serving as president.
During the modern era, however, the evidence suggests that members do not moderate
their political preferences after taking the presidential oath. Rather, the modern presiden-
cy seems to amplify the partisan preferences that presidents displayed in Congress.

It is also worth noting that the ideal points of congressmen who became president dur-
ing the historic era were not substantially less extreme than their counterparts in the modern
era.22 Although party activists have played a greater role in nominating presidential candidates
since World War II (Caeser 1979; Keech and Matthews 1976; Reiter 1985), members of Con-
gress with relatively extreme preferences have become presidents throughout American histo-
ry. Historic presidents were not more intrinsically concerned with national interests than are
modern presidents. To blame individual presidents for an institutional problem may be mis-
guided and unlikely to restore the style of leadership originally envisioned by the Framers.

FIGURE 3. Comparing Model Results for Historic Era and Modern Presidents

21. One might think the difference between the president/member and the median of his own party
would also offer a controlled comparison. The problem is that a president moving toward the median of his
party in Congress could be either moderating or amplifying his partisan preferences so the difference from
party median is not a reliable measure for this research. Consider, for example, a liberal Democrat (left of his
party while in Congress) who moves toward his party after he becomes president. He would be moving to the
right (toward both his party as well as the Republican median). A conservative Democrat who moves toward
his party would be moving the opposite direction.

22. The mean absolute value of ideal points in the historic group is 0.330 compared to 0.284 in the
modern group; the difference of these means is not statistically significant.
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Discussion of Potential Limitations

Given the limited sample size, the prospects for adding observations to this analysis
deserve mention.23 Washington, Adams, and Jefferson all served in the Continental Con-
gress (subsequently renamed the Congress of the Confederation), which produced a roll
call voting record (Lord 1984). If we assume that delegates to the Continental Congress
who subsequently served in the U.S. Congress maintained fixed ideal points that bridge
institutions, we can estimate ideal points for the first three presidents as legislators.24

Obviously, we cannot proceed with the assumption that these presidents maintained fixed
ideal points under both governments because that is the proposition to be tested.
Although it would be useful to add three observations to this analysis, the Continental
Congress and the U.S. presidency are not simply different branches of government, they
are entirely different governments.25

What about presidents who served as governors? Modern chief executives have
increasingly emerged from governor’s offices. It may be possible to analyze whether pref-
erences change moving from a Governor’s Mansion to the White House.26 This would
improve the present analysis, but is unlikely to alter the central results. The modern-era
governors missing from this analysis were not moderate presidents. FDR (20.406) and
Carter (20.491) rank among the nation’s most liberal presidents; Reagan (0.549) and G.
W. Bush (0.564) two of its most conservative. While it is conceivable that these presi-
dents were even more liberal or conservative as governors, the available qualitative evi-
dence suggests the presidency may have increased these governors’ partisan leanings.27

23. Forty-three different men have served as president. Twenty-three are analyzed here. What about
the other twenty presidents? Presidents William Harrison and James Garfield served in Congress before being
elected, but neither compiled sufficient legislative records in the White House to estimate their ideal points
as president. Presidents Washington, Adams, and Jefferson served in the Continental Congress rather than
U.S. Congress. Six presidents held no prior elective office: Taylor, Grant, Arthur, Taft, Eisenhower, and Hoo-
ver. Finally, nine presidents—Cleveland, T. Roosevelt, Wilson, Coolidge, FDR, Carter, Reagan, Clinton,
and G. W. Bush—were governors.

24. Washington served in the Continental Congress on behalf of Virginia prior to his appointment
as commander in chief of the Continental Army. Washington’s legislative service predates the time period
covered by Lord (1984) and his roll call votes in the Continental Congress are not recorded. The data set
includes 34 votes by John Adams and 76 votes by Thomas Jefferson. Accordingly, scaling the ideal points of
these future presidents from their roll call records in the Continental Congress is statistically possible
(Aldrich, Jillson, and Wilson 2002; Dougherty and Moeller 2012).

25. It is not clear, for example, that the vote of a delegate to the Continental Congress had the same
effect as the vote of a senator or representative. The Continental Congress used a state-unit voting system in
which the state’s vote was determined by a majority vote of that state’s delegates. But see Dougherty and
Moeller (2012; joint scaling of Continental Congress and U.S. Congress).

26. Shor and McCarty (2011) mapped ideal points of state legislators using roll call votes. Although
they did not estimate governors’ ideal points, it might be possible to do so using governors’ legislative deci-
sions, governors’ speeches, or an estimate derived from members of their party (Berry et al. 1998; Berry et al.
2010; Weinberg 2010; Wilkins and Young 2002).

27. FDR and Carter, for example, both campaigned on their records as fiscally conservative gover-
nors. Only if one assumes that, as governors, Reagan and G. W. Bush were far more conservative than any
member of Congress who became president, and Clinton, Carter, and FDR, as extreme as Monroe was as sena-
tor would one conclude that the modern presidency moderates presidents. A more plausible result of estimat-
ing these governors’ ideal point would be failing to reject the null hypothesis that the presidency does not
change modern presidents’ preferences.
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As discussed above, the dividing line between the historic and modern eras of the
presidency is disputed. Although FDR is widely seen as the first modern president, some
contend that the modern presidency began as early as the late 1800s with the reelection of
President Cleveland. Only two presidents in this sample served in the period where schol-
ars dispute the emergence of the modern presidency: McKinley and Harding. I consider
them historic-era presidents, but it is not unreasonable to view them as modern figures,
particularly if we view either McKinley’s predecessor, Cleveland, or Harding’s predeces-
sor, Wilson, as the first modern president. If we classify Harding or McKinley as modern
presidents, the conclusion that the presidency moderated historic-era presidents is not
altered; however, it would appear that the modern presidency does not affect preferences.

Although the issues of the day change from one presidency to the next, this is prob-
ably not a significant limitation to this analysis. On average, the time between service in
Congress and the White House is only eight years. This analysis does not assume that the
issue content of the first dimension is the same for all observations. Here, I am comparing
the individuals’ records in Congress with their records in the White House (rather than
making interpersonal comparisons). Whether the dominant issue is British imperialism,
slavery, the New Deal, or national health care, leaders may express relatively extreme or
moderate views.

Referring again to Figure 3, James Monroe appears on one extreme as a member of
Congress (a staunch Jeffersonian Republican) but near center as president. Twenty-three
years separate Monroe’s legislative and executive service, the most of any case. I consid-
ered whether his case drives the statistical results reported here. If Monroe is omitted
from the analysis, the signs and significance of the regression coefficients do not change.28

Although his singular example is influential, the results do not depend on one case. If I
exclude six other cases where more than ten years separate service in Congress and the
White House, the results are consistent with Models 1 and 2 (reported in Table 2), but
the standard errors of the coefficient estimates increase as the analysis is limited to 16
observations.

I also considered the analysis measuring the distance between ideal points and the
point of origin in two-dimensional space with the second dimension appropriately
weighted to reflect its substantive significance in roll call voting.29 Perhaps becoming
president moderates the legislators’ political attachment to a particular region or on other

28. As one might expect, the slope values change if Monroe is omitted; the slope coefficient in
Model 1 changes from 0.598 to 0.684, the slope coefficient in Model 2 (not interacted) changes from 0.424
to 0.470.

29. The DW-NOMINATE scaling routine estimates a second-dimension weight that maximizes
geometric mean probability (GMP) of observed roll call votes with weight of the first dimension set equal to
1 (Carroll et al. 2009, 267–68; Poole and Rosenthal 2001, 25–26). The spatial model used here generates
probabilities of voting yea or nay based on the relative positions of actors’ ideal points and vote cutting lines.
The GMP is the exponential of the average log-likelihood of observed votes; it is a method of weighting some
errors more heavily than others in order to estimate a model that makes decisive predictions and avoids gross
errors, as opposed to simply maximizing the number of votes correctly classified (Poole and Rosenthal 2007,
38). Because the relative weight of actors’ alignment along a second dimension changes the distance between
their ideal points and vote cutting lines as well as the GMP of their observed votes. The DW-NOMINATE
scaling routine utilized here automatically calculates a second-dimension weight that maximizes GMP. For
the present analysis of congressional terms 1 through 112 with the addition of presidential records, the esti-
mated second-dimension weight equals 0.4438.
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issues that internally divide parties. If so, we might observe moderation along a second-
ary, rather than primary dimension of the spatial model. The results are indeterminate in
two dimensions and do not clarify the one-dimension results. When preferences are mea-
sured as the diagonal distance to the origin, we observe more cases of moderation than
amplification (14 compared to 9), but the correlation between preferences as member and
as president is not statistically significant.30

I also questioned whether the subset of roll call votes used to compare presidents
to members of Congress is representative of roll call votes used to measure congressional
preferences. Prior works show the enlarged set of bridging observations used to esti-
mate presidents’ ideal points here are more representative of the roll call record general-
ly and produced more reliable estimates than do scaling request votes only (Edwards
2014; Treier 2010). While broader samples of presidents’ legislative records are more
comparable to voting in Congress than narrow samples of request votes, there still arises
the issue of whether the difference between the individual’s ideal point as president and
as a member of Congress is a result of the presidency and not the different agendas of
these institutions. Under certain conditions, the majority party in Congress can control
what votes reach the floor (Cox and McCubbins 2005). Additionally, research on voting
in Congress indicates that roll call votes on procedural matters are often more ideologi-
cally divisive than final passage votes (Cox and Poole 2002).31 I examine the impact of
varying agendas by comparing ideal point estimates obtained by scaling all roll call
votes (the legislator’s agenda) to those obtained by scaling only votes on which one can
ascertain the president’s position (the president’s agenda). If both agendas yield similar
ideal point estimates, one might attribute moderation or amplification to the presiden-
cy rather than the difference in agenda.32 Further analysis of this issue is justified, but
different agendas do not appear to yield different ideal point estimates in select terms.
For example, ideal point estimates of the 112th House obtained from the votes on which
one can ascertain President Obama’s position correlate to those obtained from all roll
call votes at 0.991.

Finally, it is reasonable to consider whether factors such as divided government or
House–Senate differences might explain the changes in political behavior analyzed here.
During periods of divided government, one might expect Congress to advance more leg-
islation that divides the president from the majority of members of Congress; alternative-
ly, divided government might cause the presidents to express more extreme preferences.
The data do not reveal significant differences between presidents who served during

30. Two-dimensional analysis may be problematic given the variation in the subject matter content
of the second dimension between the time these individuals served in Congress and served as president. Some
presidents (e.g., Monroe, J. Q. Adams, Tyler) reverse signs in the second dimension (all had negative second
dimension scores as members of Congress and positive second dimension scores as president). One observes a
number of cases that are not explained by any extant theory of presidential representation; these cases are rela-
tively far from the cluster of observations and therefore weigh heavily on statistical analysis.

31. If modern presidents avoid divisive procedural votes that members of Congress must make, the
difference in agendas would tend to make modern presidents appear less partisan than members of Congress
are and biased the analysis against the results reported here.

32. This is similar to the issue of whether a subset of votes yields the same matrix of ideal points as
the full set of votes. For example, one might analyze whether foreign policy votes yield the same partisan divi-
sions that domestic policy votes do.
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periods of divided and unified government.33 Another interesting consideration is wheth-
er there are any differences between representatives who become presidents and senators
who become president. Does one group tend to moderate and other tend to amplify? Prior
research on legislative behavior suggests House–Senate differences are not enough to
change political preferences.34 Similarly, the data analyzed here do not disclose significant
differences between presidents who previously served in the House and in the Senate.35

Conclusion

This article analyzes the legislative records of 23 men who have served in both Con-
gress and the White House to answer a fundamental question about the presidency: Does
the presidency moderate the political preferences of the president? According to legal
scholars, political scientists, and U.S. presidents, the president sees issues differently than
members of Congress do and represent Middle America rather than one particular state or
legislative district. Although this unique perspective thesis is widely asserted, it has rare-
ly been subjected to empirical analysis.

My research indicates that the presidency effectively moderated U.S. presidents
throughout much of American history. Consistent with the unique perspective thesis,
senators and representatives who became president before FDR consistently moderated
their political views after taking the presidential oath of office. During the modern era of
the presidency, which most scholars associate with the growth of the executive branch
during the FDR administration, the presidency has had the opposite effect. Legislators
who have become president in the modern era have exhibited more extreme political pref-
erences than they did while members of Congress. In other words, the common view that
the presidency compels the president to act on behalf of the entire country is probably
wrong. For the last eighty years, the opposite appears more likely true: the presidency
now encourages presidents to act in a more partisan manner than they did while repre-
senting a single state or congressional district.

This research helps voters assess presidential candidates and informs our under-
standing of the presidency as an enduring institution. Candidate promises to moderate
their past positions in order to craft bipartisan legislation and lead from the center if
elected should be regarded with skepticism. Rather than compel the president to adopt a
unique perspective on national affairs, the presidency now seems more likely to amplify,

33. To assess the effect of divided government on presidents, I determine whether each president’s
party held a majority of seats in both chambers of Congress for most of his administration. So, for example,
Truman is considered serving during unified government even though Democrats lost control of Congress for
two years of his administration.

34. The roll call voting records of members of the House of Representatives who graduated to the
U.S. Senate are informative on this point. One might suspect they would moderate their policy preferences
somewhat because senators represent an entire state rather than a homogenous district, but their roll call vot-
ing records do not support this view. “Contemporary members of Congress,” Poole and Rosenthal (2007, 97)
found, “do not adapt their positions during their careers but simply enter and maintain a fixed position until
they die, retire, or are defeated in their ideological boots.”

35. If the president served in both the House and Senate, I classified his prior service based on the
longer term of service.
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rather than moderate, the partisan leanings of the president. This research also helps us
understand why we are witnessing the polarization of the modern presidency. Legislators
who have become president in the modern era are no more extreme than those who
became president before World War II. The presidency as an institution, however, is no
longer restraining presidents from staking extreme political positions.
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Appendix: Data Coding Protocol

I estimate presidential ideal points by coding all presidential positions on roll
call votes that can be reliably ascertained. I follow these Coding Rules:

1. Presidential Positions. If the president took a clear position in support or opposition
to legislation, his roll call vote mirrors his public position. To implement this cod-
ing rule, I incorporated all the presidential positions identified by CQ and Swift el
al.

2. Presidential Proposals. The president votes yea on his own nominees and treaties
made by him. This Coding Rule extends the method followed by CQ to all terms of
Congress.

3. Vetoes. If the president vetoed a bill (including pocket vetoes) without previously
coming out in favor of the bill, he votes nay on its final passage. If Congress then
votes to override the president’s veto, the president votes nay (to sustain his veto).

4. Bill Signings. If the president signs the bill into law without previously coming out
against the bill, he votes yea on its final passage.

Treaties generally pass unanimously or with only one or two nay votes. If all
legislators vote the same way, a vote does not distinguish among legislators and is
not used to estimate ideal points. However, some treaty ratification votes have been
heavily contested, however, and may help to identify the president’s political prefer-
ences. Similarly, votes on treaties, votes to advise and consent to appointments are
also unique to the Senate and frequently pass by supermajority votes. However, some
nominees are hotly contested and divide the Senate. Again, rather than prejudge a
category of votes, I allow the data to inform the analysis.

In addition to nominations and treaties, there are a number of relatively rare
roll call votes on presidential reorganization plans, presidential uses of force, and
impeachment. Prior to the Supreme Court’s finding the legislative veto unconstitu-
tional, presidents had authority to submit reorganization plans for the executive
bureaucracy to Congress. Additionally, Congress has occasionally voted to authorize
the president’s use of force. While no president has conceded this authority to Con-
gress, roll call votes to authorize use of force represent clear cases of Congress express-
ing preferences on actions supported by the president. Finally, Congress has
occasionally voted on Articles of Impeachment and matters related to trial of the
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president in the Senate. I assume that the president opposes his impeachment and
would vote against measurements that advance his impeachment.

If the president signed a bill but added a signing statement to the bill, his bill
signing is still coded as voting yea (assuming he did not previously announce opposi-
tion to the bill). In general, presidents have not used signing statements to negate
substantive legal provisions (like a line-item veto) and courts have not afforded them
such force (Ostrander and Sievert 2013a,b).

Additionally, I coded the few line-item vetoes of bills passed by roll call votes
in the 105th Congress as yea votes rather than vetoes. President Clinton did not veto
these bills and I determined his line item vetoes left the bulk of the legislation
intact. The coding scheme does not allow fractional voting for partial agreement.

If a specific request conflicts with the president’s subsequent decision to sign or
veto the bill (which occurs rarely), his request prevails for coding purposes. There are
instances where the president lobbies for defeat of a bill, but president relents and
signs the bill rather than issue a futile veto message. In these cases, the nay request is
coded as the president’s preference and his subsequent signature, a strategic
concession.

Coding for vetoes or bill signings is limited to final passage votes where Con-
gress and the president considered legislation in the same form. Often bills and reso-
lutions are subject to multiple roll call votes. In some cases a vote “to pass” a
particular bill is different than the version eventually presented to the president. After
one chamber passes a bill, the other chamber may amend it. If the other chamber
passes an amended bill, the chamber that initially passed the bill may concur in the
other chamber’s amendment (a final passage), insist the other chamber pass its ver-
sion, or convene a conference committee to resolve differences. A bill may take many
different paths to the president’s desk. Determining which (if any) roll call vote
passed a proposal in the form it was received by the president requires careful analysis
of legislative history. However, the upside of this work is that it balances the sample
of requests presidents chose to make with a substantial number of decisions that Con-
gress compelled them to make.

Although additional votes could reduce the standard errors of presidential ideal
point estimates, it is important to analyze clear, expressed preferences. Extrapolating
presidential position on a particular amendments or procedural motions based on
inference or retrospective information starts the researcher down a slippery slope of
subjective judgments.
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